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(“ABM” state). Physical properties anisotropic.
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FURTHER PRE-1972 THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENTS

1. Combination of Landau Fermi-liquid theory of (strongly 
interacting) normal phase with BCS theory of (weakly 
interacting) superfluid phase (“superfluid Fermi liquid”)
(Larkin-Migdal, Fulde-Ferrell, AJL)
⇒ FL effects change T-dependence of ρn(T), χ(T) from simple 
Yosida function.
e.g. χ(T) of BW phase:

spin susceptibility

2. Spin-fluctuation-mediated interaction (Layzer-Fay): if 
generates (indirect) 

repulsion between anti || spins (singlet) but attraction between || 
over (triplet).

(No consideration of NMR in paired phase)

Theoretical expectation in spring of 1972:

Liquid 3He may form Cooper pairs, either with ℓ = even (spin 
singlet) or with ℓ = odd (BW state). In either case, χ reduced 
and all magnetic properties isotropic. Tc difficult to predict.
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So, prima facie, preference for “good” orientation over “bad” is at 
most

~ΔE/kBT~10–4 [actually, ~ΔE/kBTF ~10–7]

⇒ expectation value of dipole energy ~n(ΔE)2/kBT: much too 
small!

But: what if “spin-orbit” symmetry is spontaneously broken? Then 
HD ~ nΔE: about right!

What could break SO symmetry? One possibility:
anisotropic BCS pairing!

what about B phase?Δ:
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SOME EXPERIMENTAL DEVELOPMENTS June 72–June 73

Complete phase diagram

Ev. for superfluidity (4th sound, viscosity, velocity of collisionless
sound …)

SOME THEORETICAL INSIGHTS

A1 phase: most likely only paired (A2: , ) 
(Ambegaokar-Mermin). (confirms ESP assignment of A phase)
GL analysis (Mermin-Stare, Anderson-Brinkman): allows 
stability of ABM or BW, but not of “planar” phase                   .

MAJOR OUTSTANDING PUZZLES: 

(a) WHY A and B?

(b) B-phase NMR.
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RESOLUTION OF THE PARADOX OF TWO NEW PHASES

(Anderson & Brinkman, Phys. Rev. Letters 30, 1108 (1973): cf. Brinkman, 
Serene and Anderson, Phys. Rev. A 10, 2386 (1974))

In BCS (weak-coupling) theory for ℓ = 1, BW phase is always stable, 
independently of pressure and temperature.

Crucial difference between Cooper pairing in superconductors and 3He: 

Superconductor:

liquid 3He:

⇒“feedback” effects: ⇒

Over most of the phase diagram, BW state stable as in BCS theory. But at 
high temperature and pressure, feedback effects uniquely favor ABM phase 

major qualitative leap beyond BCS!
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(expt: Osheroff, 1974)


